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On the hypersurface orbital varieties of sl (N, C)
Elise Benlolo† and Yasmine B. Sanderson‡
Abstract: We study the structure of hypersurface orbital varieties of sl (N, C) (those that
are hypersurfaces in the nilradical of some parabolic subalgebra) and how information
about this structure is encoded in the standard Young tableau associated to it by the
Robinson-Schensted algorithm. We present a conjecture for the exact form of the unique
non-linear defining equations of hypersurface orbital varieties and proofs of the conjecture
in certain cases.
I. Introduction
Let G be a complex semi-simple algebraic group with Lie algebra g, on which it acts
through the adjoint representation. A G-orbit O in g is said to be nilpotent if it consists
of nilpotent elements. Fix some Cartan decomposition of g = n− ⊕ h⊕ n. Then, an irre-
ducible component of O∩n is called an orbital variety. These varieties figure prominently
in the primitive ideal theory of U(g) and the ongoing attempt to establish an “orbit cor-
respondence” for semisimple groups (see [B], [BV], [Mc], [J3] for example). In the case of
orbital varieties, it was shown by Spaltenstein [Sp] and Steinberg [St2] that the dimension
of an orbital variety is half the dimension of the corresponding nilpotent orbit. Joseph [J2]
showed that this implies that orbital varieties are Lagrangian. In the orbit method, one
would wish to find a correspondence between these Lagrangian subvarieties of (co-)adjoint
orbits and simple highest weight modules. Noting that the unions of the closures of orbital
varieties arise as associated varieties of simple highest weight modules, Joseph [J4] laid out
a program of “quantization”: He called an orbital variety V weakly quantizable if its closure
is the associated variety of a simple highest weight module. An orbital variety V is strongly
quantizable if there exists a highest weight moduleM whose formal character (as h-module)
matched that of the coordinate ring of V (see [Be]). Benlolo gave two examples of varieties
in sl(6) which were strongly quantizable, but only by non-simple highest weight modules
[Be]. Melnikov showed that every variety in sl(N) is weakly quantizable [M3]. In [J4]
Joseph studies the orbital varieties in the minimal nonzero orbit for a complex semisimple
Lie algebra g and shows that every such orbit contains at least one strongly quantizable
variety. However, he also finds examples of varieties that are not weakly quantizable and
varieties that are weakly but not strongly quantizable.
One stumbling block in the study of orbital varieties and related highest weight mod-
ules is simply that the structure of orbital varieties remains quite mysterious. Except in
the (obvious) case of the Richardson varieties (whose defining relations are all linear) there
are no general formulas for the defining equations of orbital varieties. This, for one, makes
studying the character of the coordinate ring of V rather difficult if not impossible. Obtain-
ing an exact description of the ideal of definition of an orbital variety would also greatly
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benefit the calculation of the characteristic polynomial pV ∈ S(h
∗) of V. The importance
of characteristic polynomials is revealed through their many characterizations. As V runs
over the components of O ∩ n, where O is a fixed orbit, the pV span a W -submodule
of S(h). This is the representation of W assigned to O by the Springer correspondence
([J2], [Ho]). In addition, the pV are intimately connected to Goldie rank polynomials [J2]
and can also be viewed as equivariant characteristic classes of orbital cone bundles [BBM].
Characteristic polynomials can be calculated from the character of the coordinate ring of
V [J2] or directly from a recursive algorithm [J1]. However, knowing the ideal of definition
would greatly help in converting the theory into practice.
Our interest in orbital varieties comes mainly from a combinatorial point of view. We
therefore restrict our attention to the orbital varieties of sl (N, C): through the Robinson-
Schensted correspondence, the set of orbital varieties so sl(N, C) is in bijection with the
set of standard Young tableaux with N boxes. This bijection is “natural” in the sense that
information about an orbital variety V can be “read off” the associated tableau T . From
a standard Young tableau, one can determine the orbit in which an orbital variety lies, its
dimension and its τ -invariant τ(V), a certain subset of the set Π of simple roots. From
τ(V) one knows the maximal parabolic subgroup Pτ of SL (N) which stabilizes V: it is
generated by the Borel subgroup B and the root vectors X−α where α ∈ τ(V).
Since an orbital variety is, in some sense, determined by a standard Young tableau,
one would like to be able to obtain more information about the structure of V directly
from the combinatorial information in its associated tableau. With this idea in mind, we
concentrated our efforts on the hypersurface orbital varieties of sl (N, C), that is, orbital
varieties which are hypersurfaces in the nilradical of some parabolic. The equations of
these varieties are all linear except for one, f = 0, where f is a homogeneous polynomial
in S(n) with deg(f) ≥ 2. Clearly the linear equations are all of the form Xα = 0 where α
is a sum of simple roots in τ(V). So the real problem was extracting information about f
from T .
Our main idea was to compare the tableau T with TR, the standard Young tableau
associated to the Richardson orbital variety VR with the same τ -invariant as V. The rela-
tionship between V and VR is the following: V ⊂ VR = mτ(V) where mτ(V) is the nilradical
of the parabolic subalgebra Lie (Pτ(V)). This relationship between varieties translates to
the following relationship between tableaux: T is obtained from dropping one box of TR
down one row. This allowed us to determine the minimal connected subset σ of Π such
that f ∈ S(nσ) where nσ is the subalgebra of n generated by Xα with α ∈ σ. In other
words, we can use T to tell us “where f is located”. An important tool in our proofs
are the so-called power-rank conditions of van Leeuwen [vanL]. These conditions describe
relations among the coordinates of a generic matrix in terms of the shapes of the sub-
tableaux of T . We were then able to describe f explicitly for many cases of hypersurface
orbital varieties. We also conjecture an explicit formula for f when V a is an arbitrary
hypersurface orbital variety. Using previous results of [J1], [BBM] we obtain an explicit
formula for the characteristic polynomial of such varieties. We provide extensive examples
to illustrate our points.
Acknowledgment: We would like to thank A. Joseph for inspiring us to work on orbital
varieties and the referee for making useful comments which improved the final version of
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this paper.
II. Some background and notation
Let G := SL (N, C) and let g = sl (N, C) denote its Lie algebra. Let g = n−⊕h⊕n
be the Cartan decomposition where h denotes the Cartan subalgebra and n the nilpotent
subalgebra of strictly upper-triangular matrices. Let Π denote the set of N−1 simple roots
α1, . . . , αN−1. For i ≤ j, let α(i, j) denote the positive root αi+αi+1+αi+2+ · · ·+αj . Let
R+ := {α(i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N − 1}, the set of positive roots. Let Xα(i,j) ∈ n denote the
associated root vector. Note that a generic matrix x in the one-dimensional space spanned
by Xα(i,j) satisfies xm,n = 0 for (m,n) 6= (i, j+1). We will denote by xi,j+1 the coordinate
corresponding to the root α(i, j). This allows us to identify S(n) ∼= C[xij | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N ].
Let si denote the simple reflection with respect to the simple root αi ( 1 ≤ i ≤ N−1).
We also use si to denote the transposition (i i+1). The {si}
N−1
i=1 generate the Weyl group
W which, in the case of SL (N), is isomorphic to SN , the symmetric group on N letters.
For any subset ω ⊆ Π, let R+(ω) denote the positive roots in Π which are sums of simple
roots of ω. Let W (ω) be the Weyl group element generated by the simple reflections sα
for α ∈ ω.
III. Orbital varieties and Young tableaux
G = SL (N, C) acts on g by conjugation. When X ∈ n, the orbit O := G · X is
called a nilpotent orbit. The set of nilpotent orbits of sl (N, C) is in bijection with the
set of partitions λ of N . In fact, to each partition λ = (λ1, . . . , λn), one can associate the
strictly upper-triangular nilpotent matrix xλ with n Jordan blocks of size λ1, λ2, . . . , λn.
Thus, the orbit Oλ := G · xλ consists of all nilpotent matrices with Jordan canonical form
xλ.
An orbital variety is an irreducible component of the intersection O ∩ n. A more
explicit general description of these varieties, due to [St1], [J2], is as follows: Let w ∈ W
be a Weyl group element. Let B denote the Borel subgroup of SL (N). Set n ∩ w(n) =
⊕α∈R+∩w−1(R+) CXα. Then
V = V(w) := (B · (n ∩ w(n))) ∩O
is an orbital variety and the map w 7→ V(w) is a surjection of W onto the set of all orbital
varieties of sl (N).
Since the set of nilpotent orbits is indexed by partitions, it is natural to wonder if this
indexing somehow extends to orbital varieties. Such an extension exists, which we now
describe. We can identify a partition λ with a Young diagram consisting of N boxes with
λ1 boxes in the 1
st row, λ2 boxes in the 2
nd row and so on. A standard Young tableau
is a filling of the N boxes with the numbers 1, 2, . . . , N in such a way that the numbers
increase from left to right in every row and from top to bottom in every column.
Example 1: The Young diagram associated to the partition (4, 2, 1) is below on the left.
On the right are several examples of standard Young tableaux of shape (4, 2, 1).
1 3 5 6
2 7
4
1 2 3 4
5 6
7
1 3 6 7
2 4
5
3
Theorem 1: [J2, 9.14] The set of orbital varieties in the nilpotent orbit Oλ is in bijection
with the set Tλ of standard Young tableaux of shape λ.
This bijection is a corollary of the Robinson-Schensted correspondence (see [M1],
[vanL] for nice descriptions), which associates to each permutation w ∈ W a certain pair
of standard Young tableaux (A(w), B(w)). The tableau which will be associated to the
orbital variety V(w) is the tableau B(w) associated to w by this bijection.
Extensive research has been done studying this connection between orbital varieties.
From a standard Young tableau T , one can read information about the associated orbital
variety V ⊂ Oλ. In particular, if λ
′ is the dual partition of λ, then dimV = 12 (N
2− (λ′21 +
λ′
2
2 + · · ·+ λ
′2
j)) [SS]. From the tableau T , one can also determine the τ -invariant τ(V) of
an orbital variety V. By definition, τ(V) ⊆ Π is the set of all simple roots α such that the
subgroup Pα := 〈exp adXα, exp adX−α〉 stabilizes V. In other words, if P is the maximal
parabolic subgroup which stabilizes V, then P = Pτ := 〈B, exp adX−α | α ∈ τ(V)〉. It
turns out that i is above i+ 1 in T if and only if αi ∈ τ(V) [Ja].
To every subset τ ⊆ Π, there exists a (unique) orbital variety VR of maximal dimension
whose τ -invariant is τ . VR is a Richardson variety, that is dim(VR) equals the dimension
of the nilradical
mτ :=
⊕
α∈R+\R+(τ)
CXα
of the parabolic subalgebra pτ = Lie (Pτ ). Therefore its standard Young tableau TR is
“top-heavy”. One constructs it by putting the numbered boxes in the topmost row possible
such that the restrictions imposed by τ are respected.
Example 2: Let G = SL (8). Then each Young diagram will consist of 8 boxes. The
standard Young tableau associated to a Richardson orbital variety VR with τ -invariant
{α2, α3, α7} is
TR =
1 2 5 6 7
3 8
4
This orbital variety lies in the orbit Oλ where λ = (5, 2, 1). Then λ
′ = (3, 2, 1, 1, 1). We
have that
dim(VR) =
1
2
(82−(32+22+12+12+12)) = 24 = 28−4 = card (R+)−card (R+(τ)) = dimmτ .
Let TR be the standard Young tableau associated to the Richardson variety VR. A chain
C of TR is an invariant subset of {1, 2, . . . , N} under the action of W (τ(VR)). In other
words, it is a set of the form C = {i, i+ 1, . . . , i+ k} (k ∈ N), where
(a) i is in the first row of TR
(b) if i+ 1 is also in the first row of TR, then C = {i}, i.e. k = 0
(c) if i+ 1 is not in the first row of TR, one requires that {αi+1, ..., αi+k−1} ⊆ τ and,
whenever i+ k < N , αi+k 6∈ τ .
We say that C has length k + 1 and denote this by | C |= k + 1. Notice that TR is
completely determined by its chains. If TR is of shape λ = (λ1, . . . , λr), then it has λ1
chains and the number of columns of length i equals the number of chains of length i.
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Example 3: The tableau in our previous example has five chains: C1 = {1}, C2 = {2, 3, 4},
C3 = {5}, C4 = {6}, C5 = {7, 8} which are exactly the invariant subsets of {1, 2, . . . , 8}
under the action of the transpositions s2 = (2 3), s3 = (3 4) and s7 = (7 8).
Consider the orbital varieties V1 and V2. We say that V2 is a descendant of V1 if
V2 6= V1, V2 ⊂ V1 and if any orbital variety satisfies W satisfies V2 ⊆ W ⊆ V1, then either
V2 =W orW = V1. If T1 (resp. T2) is the standard Young tableau associated to V1 (resp.
V2), then we say that T2 is a descendant of T1 if and only if V2 is a descendant of V1.
We now consider a hypersurface orbital variety V ⊂ VR with the same τ -invariant.
Then V is a descendant of VR. Let T (resp. TR) be the standard Young tableau associated
to V (resp. VR). For any tableau T , let rT (i) denote the row of T in which the box
numbered i is located.
Lemma 1: T is obtained from TR by moving a box containing the maximal element of
some chain C of length i from row i to row i+ 1.
Proof: Let TR ∈ Tλ and T ∈ Tµ. It is a result of Gerstenhaber that V ⊂ VR implies that
µ ≤ λ (see [He]). Recall that µ ≤ λ is defined as µ1 + µ2 + · · ·µi ≤ λ1 + λ2 + · · ·+ λi for
all i. Suppose first that µ differs from λ by the dropping of one box (down one or possibly
several rows). If λ′ = (λ′1, . . . , λ
′
r) and µ
′ = (µ′1, . . . , µ
′
s), then either r = s or s = r− 1. In
the latter case, we will set µ′r = 0. Then there exist j and k (j < k) such that µ
′
j = λ
′
j +1,
µ′k = λ
′
k − 1 and µ
′
i = λ
′
i when i 6= j, k. So
dimV =
1
2
(N2 − (µ′1)
2 − · · · − (µ′r)
2)
=
1
2
(N2 − (λ′1)
2 − · · · − (λ′j)
2 − · · · − (λ′k)
2 − · · · − (λ′r)
2)− (λ′j − λ
′
k + 1)
= dimVR − (λ
′
j − λ
′
k + 1)
which equals dimVR − 1 if and only if λ
′
j = λ
′
k. This can only happen if the box was
knocked down one row. Since dimV = dimVR − 1, then µ can not be obtained from λ by
moving more than one box.
Notice that, since τ(V) = τ(VR), then rT (i) ≥ rTR(i) for all i. Since only one box is
moved from TR in order to obtain T , it must contain the maximal element of some chain in
TR. (Any “shuffling” of the boxes would either produce something that is not a standard
tableau or would change the τ -invariant).
Example 4: Consider the Young tableau from Example 2. By knocking down box number
5 from the first to the second row, one obtains a Young tableau associated to a hypersurface
orbital variety contained in VR:
1 2 5 6 7
3 8
4
→
1 2 6 7
3 5 8
4
The corresponding orbital variety V is contained in Oµ where µ = (4, 3, 1). Since µ
′ =
(3, 2, 2, 1), we have that dim(V) = 23 = dim(VR) − 1. Hence V is a hypersurface variety.
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Notice that there are no other ways that one could move a box down one row without
changing the τ -invariant. Therefore, in this case, VR contains only one hypersurface orbital
variety with the same τ -invariant.
Likewise, given a standard Young tableau associated to a hypersurface orbital variety
V, one can always obtain the tableau associated to the Richardson variety which contains
V by moving an appropriate box up one row.
IV. Subtableaux and projections of orbital varieties
In the following, for any i, we denote by ni the subalgebra of strictly upper-triangular
matrices in sl(i).
Let pi1,N−1 : nN → nN−1 be the projection which, to a generic matrix x ∈ nN , assigns
the same matrix with the N th row and column removed. Let V be an orbital variety with
standard Young tableau T . It results from work of Schu¨tzenberger, Knuth and Melnikov
(See [M1] Lemma 1.1.3, Theorems 1.3.13 and 4.1.2) that pi1,N−1(V) is dense inW ⊂ nN−1
where W is a certain orbital variety. The standard Young tableau T [1,N−1] associated to
W is obtained from T by removing the box with the largest entry. (See also [vanL] for a
discussion of this in terms of flag varieties.)
Example 5: If T =
1 2
3 4
then T [1,N−1] =
1 2
3
.
Likewise, let pi2,N : nN → nN−1 be the projection which, to a generic matrix x ∈ nN ,
assigns the same matrix with the 1st row and column removed. Let V be an orbital variety
with standard Young tableau T . In the same way, we will associate to this projection a
certain standard Young tableau T [2,N ], obtained in the following way: Apply to T the
Schu¨tzenberger “jeu de taquin” algorithm (see [M1] or [vanL], §4): remove the box in the
first row and first column to leave an empty square in its place. Then the following step is
repeated until the empty square is a corner of the original tableau: move into the empty
square the smaller of the entries located directly to the right of and below it. Replace each
of the entries i in this tableau by i− 1 to obtain a standard Young tableau which we will
denote by T [2,N ]. We have that pi2,N(V) is dense in W ⊂ nN−1 where W is the orbital
variety with associated standard Young tableau T [2,N ].
Example 6: Let T =
1 2
3 4
5 6
. We show the steps to obtain T [2,N ] from T using the
Schu¨tzenberger algorithm.
T =
1 2
3 4
5 6
→
2
3 4
5 6
→
2
3 4
5 6
→
2 4
3
5 6
→
2 4
3 6
5
so T [2,N ] =
1 3
2 5
4
For i < j we denote by pii,j : nN → nj−i+1 the projection which removes all rows and
columns numbered 1, 2, . . . , i− 1 or j +1, . . . , N . The image under pii,j doesn’t depend on
the order the rows or columns are removed so it is well-defined (see [M1] 1.3.15). If V is an
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orbital variety, the image pii,j(V) is dense in W ⊂ nj−i+1 where W is some orbital variety.
We associate to W the standard Young tableau T [i,j], obtained from T by removing the
entries > j and by removing the boxes with entries < i by repeated applications of the
above two operations. Again, the order in which these operations are applied doesn’t
matter, so T [i,j] is well-defined [vanL]. We will use D
[i,j]
T to denote the shape of T
[i,j].
V. The σ-set of a hypersurface orbital variety
Let V be a hypersurface orbital variety and let VR ⊂ Oλ be a Richardson orbital
variety such that V ⊂ VR and τ(V) = τ(VR). Let TR ∈ Dλ be the Richardson tableau
(associated to VR) from which one can obtain a hypersurface tableau T (associated to V).
We now introduce another subset of Π, which will be crucial in our study of the non-linear
generator f ∈ I(V).
Definition: Let V be a hypersurface orbital variety. The σ-set σ(V) of V is the smallest
connected subset of Π such that the f is contained in S(nσ) where nσ is the subalgebra
of n generated by Xα with α ∈ σ. We write σ for σ(V) when there is no risk of confusion.
We now study the relationship between TR, T and σ by way of the projections T
[1,N−1]
R ,
T
[2,N ]
R , T
[1,N−1], T [2,N ].
Theorem 2: Assume that box N dropped one row to obtain T from TR. Then σ(V) = Π
if and only if TR and λ satisfy the following two properties:
1. | C1 | = | Cλ1 |.
2. Let I :=| C1 |. Then λI = λI+1 + 2. (In other words, C1 and Cλ1 are the only
chains in TR of length I.)
Proof: Since V is h-stable, then the weight of the non-linear defining polynomial f ∈ S(n)
is well-defined (every monomial of f has the same weight with respect to h). By the
minimality of σ = Π, this means that for every monomial m of f , there exist i and j such
that x1i and xjN are factors of m. Since f is the unique nonlinear condition on the xij
(1 ≤ i < j ≤ N), the only constraints imposed on the coordinate subsets
{xij | 1 < i < j ≤ N} and {xij | 1 ≤ i < j < N}
(considered as coordinates for either V or VR) are those linear constraints given by: xst = 0
if α(s, t−1) ∈ R+(τ). In terms of projections, this translates to T [1,N−1] = T
[1,N−1]
R (resp.
T [2,N ] = T
[2,N ]
R ) and their shapes would be determined uniquely by the restrictions given
by τ \ {α1}, (resp. τ \ {αN−1}).
By definition, T [1,N−1] is obtained by removing box N from T . Since N was the block
which moved down a row to obtain T from TR, then T
[1,N−1] = T
[1,N−1]
R . On the other
hand, T [2,N ] = T
[2,N ]
R means that removing box 1 from T should precipitate in a shift of
boxes which results in box N moving back up one row. When box 1 is removed from T ,
the boxes corresponding to the rest of the chain C1 move up one row, leaving a space in
row I :=| C1 | and column 1. For each remaining box in the I
th row, the number to its
right is smaller than the number directly underneath it (if it even exists). So, when box
I moves up one row, then all remaining boxes in the Ith row move over to the left by one
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space. The remaining boxes in the lth column then move up by one row, where l is the
number of boxes in the Ith row of T . This means that box N is part of this series of shifts
if and only if it is in the lth column in T . This can happen if and only if | C1 | = | Cλ1 |.
Since box N moved down only one row from TR to T , this means that it is in the I
th row
and λthI column in TR and the (I + 1)
st row and (λI − 1)
st column in T which is true if
and only if λI = λI+1 + 2.
From now on, we will call I the thickness of σ and use the notation I = thick (σ).
From Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, we now know how to “read off” σ from any tableau T
corresponding to a hypersurface orbital variety V. In particular, there exist i and j such
that pii,j(V) corresponds to a hypersurface orbital variety in nj−i+1 whose σ-set is all
of the simple roots for nj−i+1. The corresponding tableau (obtained by an appropriate
renumbering of the entries of T [i,j]) will have the same form as that given in Theorem 2.
The following corollary also gives the definition for thick (σ) for arbitrary σ ⊆ Π:
Corollary 1 (Obtaining σ and thick (σ) from T ): Assume that T was obtained from TR
by dropping the box with the biggest number j of a chain Ct (1 ≤ t ≤ λ1). Let I :=| Ct |.
Let Cs (s < t) be the chain in TR of length I such that there is no other length I chain in
between Cs and Ct. Let i be the smallest number in Cs. Then σ(V) = {αi, αi+1, . . . , αj−1}
and thick (σ) := I =| Cs |.
Proof: By Lemma 1, we know that j must be the biggest number in some chain Ct of
TR. Let Cs be the previous chain of length I :=| Ct | in TR and let i be the smallest
number in Cs. Then (the renormalized) Cs and Ct correspond to, respectively, the first
and last chains of T
[i,j]
R and they are the only chains in T
[i,j]
R of length I. In addition T
[i,j]
is obtained from T
[i,j]
R by dropping the maximal element in the last chain of T
[i,j]
R . By
Theorem 2, σ = {αi, αi+1, . . . , αj−1} and thick (σ) := I =| Cs |.
Example 7: Consider the hypersurface orbital variety V ⊂ sl(12) with tableau
T =
1 3 4 7 9 12
2 5 8 10
6
11
We have τ(V) = {α1, α4, α5, α7, α9, α10}, so the tableau TR associated to VR is
TR =
1 3 4 7 9 12
2 5 8 10
6 11
The chains of TR are C1 = {1, 2}, C2 = {3}, C3 = {4, 5, 6}, C4 = {7, 8}, C5 = {9, 10, 11}
and C6 = {12}. Box 11 belongs to C5, which has length 3. The preceding chain of
length 3 is C3. So σ(V) = {α4, α5, α6, α7, α8, α9, α10} and thick (σ) = 3. The hypersurface
orbital variety W ⊂ sl(8) which is determined by τ(W) = {α1, α2, α4, α6, α7} (that is
8
σ ∩ τ(V) = {α4, α5, α7, α9, α10} renormalized under the map i → i − 3) and the same
(renormalized) f as V has standard Young tableau
T [4,11] =
1 4 6
2 5 7
3
8
VI. Van Leeuwen’s power-rank conditions
Now that we have determined the “location” of the non-linear generator f from the
standard Young tableau for a hypersurface orbital variety, we can work on determining f
itself.
Let λ be a partition and let x ∈ Oλ. It is known that rkx
j is equal to the number
of squares beyond the jth column in the Young diagram Dλ. Equivalently, dimkerx
j
is equal to the number of squares in the first j columns of Dλ. This imposes certain
restrictions on the coordinates of x. Similar restrictions can be obtained when considering
the diagrams associated to the projections pii,j(ν). These restrictions are the so-called
power-rank conditions which were introduced by van Leeuwen [vanL].
Let W be an orbital variety with tableau T and let y be a generic nilpotent matrix in
W. For 1 < i ≤ j < N denote by y[i,j] := pii,j(y) the submatrix of ν obtained by removing
the rows and columns numbered 1, . . . , i− 1 or j + 1, . . . , N .
Theorem 3 [vanL]: The coordinate vectors of ν[i,j] satisfy the power-rank conditions
imposed by D
[i,j]
T . In other words, the coordinate vectors xij of a generic matrix ν ∈ W
satisfies all power-rank conditions imposed by all D
[i,j]
T for 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N .
Example 8: Consider the orbital variety V ⊂ O(4,2) ⊂ sl (6) given by
T =
1 2 4
3 5 6
Notice that τ(V) = {α2, α4} so T is obtained from TR by dropping box 6 which is in the
last chain. It has length 1. The only other chain of length 1 in TR is C1 = {1} so, in this
case, σ = Π and I = 1. We show a generic matrix x ∈ n and the associated matrix of
D
[i,j]
T :
x =


0 x12 x13 x14 x15 x16
0 0 x23 x24 x25 x26
0 0 0 x34 x35 x36
0 0 0 0 x45 x46
0 0 0 0 0 x56
0 0 0 0 0 0




0
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0


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The power-rank condition given by D
[2,3]
T = says that the matrix x[2,3] =
(
0 x23
0 0
)
has
rank 0. This implies that x23 = 0 (which we already know since α2 ∈ τ(V)). Likewise, the
power-rank condition given by D
[4,5]
T forces x45 = 0. The power-rank condition imposed
by D
[1,6]
T = says that rkx
3
[1,6] = 0. We have that every entry of x
3
[1,6] is 0 except for
the entry in the 1st row and 6th column which equals
g := x12x24x46 + x12x25x56 + x13x34x46 + x13x35x56
The condition rk x3[1,6] = 0 implies that g = 0. It is easily checked that the remaining power-
rank conditions provide trivial power-rank conditions, that is, they provide no further
constraints on the xij . We have dimV = 12 = dimVR − 1. We conclude that V is a
hypersurface orbital variety and that, since g is irreducible, then f = g. Notice that the σ
that we found in the beginning does correspond to the minimal set such that f ∈ S(nσ).
Let DR (resp. D) denote the shape of TR (resp. T ) from the previous example. Then
DR = and D =
From DR and D we have that rkx
3
R = 1 and rkx
3 = 0. The condition rkx3 = rkx3R − 1
results from the fact that a box is dropped down one row in order to obtain T from TR.
We will use power-rank conditions in precisely the same spirit in order to obtain the
non-linear defining generator f . Let V be a hypersurface orbital variety such that σ(V) = Π
and I = thick (σ). Then T is obtained from TR by dropping box N from row I to row
I+1. If box N was in column k+1 in TR, then it is in column k in T . Let r be the number
of boxes after the kth column in TR. Then there are r − 1 boxes after the k
th column in
T which simply means that rkxk = rk xkR − 1 = r − 1. Consider the r × r submatrix M
located in the top righthand corner of xkR. Then detM 6= 0 when M is considered as a
submatrix of xkR, but detM = 0 when it is considered as a submatrix of x
k. This means
that the non-linear generator f is a factor of detM . In the above example, we had that
f = detM . However, this is not always the case as the next example will show:
Example 9: Consider the hypersurface orbital variety V ⊂ O(5,2,2) ⊂ sl(9) with tableau
T =
1 3 6 7 8
2 4
5 9
We have that rkx2R = 4 and rk x
2 = 3. Let M be the 4 × 4 matrix located in the top
righthand corner of x2R. Then
detM = (x36x47 − x46x37) · g
where g is too long to write out. We can check that g is irreducible. Since every monomial
in g contains some x1i and some xj9 as factors and since σ = Π in this case, we know that
g must equal our nonlinear factor f ∈ I(V).
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Remark: Our calculations indicate that f = detM if and only if the chains in TR other
than the first and last chains all have length less than I or all have length greater than I
(but not both).
VII. The exact form of the non-linear generator f ∈ I(V)
It is clear that the power-rank conditions do not suffice to give a general formula for
f . We now present results and a conjecture concerning its exact form. Without loss of
generality, we can restrict ourselves to the case σ = Π. A generic matrix xR ∈ VR has the
following form:
xR =


0 · · · 0 x1,I+1 · · · · · · · · · · · · x1,N
: : : : : : : :
: 0 xI,I+1 · · · · · · xI,N−I+1 · · · :
: 0 xI+1,I+2 : :
: 0 : :
: 0 : :
: xN−I−1,N−I : :
0 · · · 0 xN−I,N−I+1 · · · xN−I,N
0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
: :
0 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 0


.
where xk,l+1 = 0 if and only if α(k, l) ∈ R
+(τ).
For a matrix y, denote by cMin k(y) the (N − k)× (N − k) submatrix in the top right
corner of y. Let t ∈ C. Then
cMin I(xR+tid ) =


x1,I+1 · · · · · · · · · · · · x1,N
: : : : : :
xI,I+1 · · · · · · · · · · · · :
t xI+1,I+2 : :
0 t : :
: 0 : :
: t xN−I−1,N−I : :
0 · · · 0 t xN−I,N−I+1 · · · xN−I,N


We have
det(cMin I(xR + tid )) = mN−I +mN−I−1t+ · · ·+mI t
N−2I
where the mj are (up to sign) sums of j × j minors in x. Let k ≥ 0 and let i :=
(i1, i2, . . . , ik) ∈ N
k satisfy I+1 ≤ i1 < i2 < · · · < ik ≤ N−I. Consider the (k+I)×(k+I)
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matrix
Ai =


x1,i1 x1,i2 · · · · · · · · · x1,N−I+1 · · · x1,N
...
...
...
xI,i1 xI,i2 · · · · · · · · · xI,N−I+1 · · · xI,N
0 xi1,i2 xi1,i3 · · · xi1,ik xi1,N−I+1 · · · xi1,N
0 0 xi2,i3
...
...
...
0 · · · · · · · · · · · · xik,N−I+1 · · · xik,N


Then mk+I =
∑
i det(Ai) where the sum is over all possible k-tuples i.
Lemma 2: mk+I = 0 if and only if k + I > λ1 + · · ·+ λI − I.
Proof: Any two k-tuples i, j differ by at least one entry. Hence any monomial in detAi dif-
fers from any monomial in detAj by at least one factor xst. So the algebraic independence
of the xij implies that there can be no cancelations of monomials from determinants of
different Ai. Hencemk+I is non-zero if and only if there exists an Ai such that det(Ai) 6= 0.
Notice that xij = 0 if and only if xrs = 0 for all (r, s) such that r ≥ i and s ≤ j (all
coordinates below or to the left of xij). If at least one of the diagonal elements of Ai is
zero, then Ai is an upper-triangular block matrix where at least one of the block matrices
has a zero column or zero row. In this case, det(Ai) = 0. Clearly, when all of its diagonal
elements are non-zero, we have that det(Ai) 6= 0. Therefore, det(Ai) 6= 0 if and only if
all of its diagonal coordinates are non-zero. When k ≤ I, all diagonal elements are of the
form xij where 1 ≤ i ≤ I or N − I + 1 ≤ j ≤ N so they are all non-zero and mk+I 6= 0.
Now consider k ≥ I+1. Then Ai has k− I diagonal elements of the form xij ,ij+I . For
any given k-tuple j, let dj denote the number of non-zero diagonal elements of the form
xjt,jt+I where 1 ≤ t ≤ k. Let ck := max dj where the maximum is taken over all k-tuples
j. Let c := maxk ck where the maximum is taken over all k. We have that det(Ai) = 0
for all k-tuples i if and only if k − I > c. This maximum c is attained at the -tuple which
contains every non-zero coordinate of the form xi,i+I . In other words, c equals the number
of positive roots of length I in R+(ω) \R+(τ ∩ ω) where ω := {αI+1, αI+2, . . . , αN−I−1}.
There are N − 3I positive roots of length I in R+(ω). The number of positive roots of
length I in R+(τ ∩ ω) is the number of boxes after the Ith row of TR. In other words, it
is N − (λ1 + · · · + λI). Therefore, c = λ1 + λ2 + · · · + λI − 3I. We therefore have that
mk+I = 0 if and only if k + I > λ1 + · · ·+ λI − I.
For ease of notation, set l(λ) := λ1 + · · · + λI − I. For any h-semiinvariant polynomial
p ∈ S(n), we denote the weight of p by wt (p). Let xl1l2xl3l4 · · ·xls−1ls be any monomial
term of p. Then wt (p) = wt (xl1l2xl3l4 · · ·xls−1ls) = wt (xl1l2)+wt (xl3l4)+· · ·+wt (xls−1ls).
We have that wt (xij) = α(i, j − 1) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N .
Proposition 1: When I = 1 then f = ml(λ) = mλ1−1.
Proof: In this case, the matrices Ai corresponding to the (λ1 − 2)-tuples i are diagonal
and
det(Ai) = x1,i1xi1,i2 · · ·xiλ1−2,N
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It follows that mλ1−1 is the sum of all possible monomials of this type. Now, consider
xR =

 0 A B0 C D
0 0 0

 ∈ VR
where A is the 1× (N − 2) row vector [x1,2 · · · x1,N−1], B is the 1× 1 matrix [x1,N ], D
is the (N − 2)× 1 column vector [x2,N · · · xN−1,N ]
T , C is the (N − 2)× (N − 2) square
matrix that is left. The 0s represent zero matrices of the appropriate size. For all j ≥ 2,
we have
x
j
R =

 0 AC
j−1 ACj−2D
0 Cj Cj−1D
0 0 0

 .
Notice that C = pi[2,N−1](xR). In other words, C is the generic matrix associated to the
Richardson orbital variety with standard Young tableau T
[2,N−1]
R . The tableau T
[2,N−1]
R
is obtained from TR by removing the first and last chains, which correspond simply to
box 1, resp. box N . This means that there are only λ1 − 2 columns in T
[2,N−1]
R . By
the power-rank conditions, rk (Cλ1−3) > 0, but rk (Cλ1−2) = 0 and rk (Cλ1−1) = 0. So
Cλ1−3 6= 0, but Cλ1−2 = Cλ1−1 = 0.
There is only one box (which is box N , in fact) past the (λ1 − 1)
st column in TR.
Therefore, when j = λ1 − 1, the matrix x
j
R has rank 1. Since C
λ1−1 = 0 and Cλ1−2 = 0,
we have that xλ1−1R is zero everywhere except at the 1×1 matrix AC
j−2D in the top right
corner. Now, rk (xλ1−1) = rk (xλ1−1R )−1 = 0 so AC
j−2D = 0 when considered as an entry
in xλ1−1. Hence f divides ACj−2D. This implies that wt (ACj−2D)−wt (f) is a positive
sum of positive roots.
We have wt (ACj−2D) = wt (x1,i1xi1,i2 · · ·xiλ1−2,N ) = α(1, N −1). We will show that
f = ACj−2D by showing that wt (f) = wt (ACj−2D) = α(1, N − 1). By the definition of
σ, we know that the coefficient of α1 in wt (f) is non-zero. If wt (f) 6= α(1, N − 1) then
there is a smallest i (1 < i < N − 1) such that the coefficient of αi in wt (f) is 0. We can
then write wt (f) = α(1, i − 1) + β where αi is not a summand of β. Since every chain
(besides the first and last) in TR is of length ≥ 2, then αi−1 ∈ τ or αi ∈ τ (or both). But,
si−1(wt (f)) = si−1(α(1, i− 1) + β) = α(1, i− 2) + β 6= wt (f).
Similarly, si(wt (f)) = α(1, i) + si(β) 6= wt (f) (independently of whether or not αi+1 is a
summand of β). Therefore, wt (f) is not invariant under the action of τ , which brings us
to a contradiction. Finally, since ACj−2D =
∑
i x1,i1xi1,i2 · · ·xiλ1−2,N = mλ1−1 we have
f = mλ1−1.
Example 10: In the case of Example 8, we have that
cMin 1(xR + tid ) =


x12 x13 x14 x15 x16
t 0 x24 x25 x26
0 t x34 x35 x36
0 0 t 0 x46
0 0 0 t x56


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We have det cMin 1(xR+tid ) = x16t
4−(x12x26+x13x36+x14x46+x15x56)t
3+(x12x24x46+
x12x25x56+x13x34x46+x13x35x56)t
2 and indeed m3 = x12x24x46+x12x25x56+x13x34x46+
x13x35x56 is the generator that we had previously found.
Proposition 2: If λI+1 = 0 then f = ml(λ).
Proof: For ease of notation, we will denote the coordinates xi,j+I by Mi,j for 1 ≤ i, j ≤
N − I.
Since λI+1 = 0, then λI = 2. Consequently, the only chains of length ≥ I in TR
are the first and last chains. This means that the subdiagonal coordinates Mi,i−1 are
not identically 0. We show that this implies that d := det(cMin I(xR)) is irreducible.
In fact, suppose that d = pq where both p and q ∈ C[Mi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − I]. We
claim that p and q are functions on disjoint sets of row vectors. In fact, suppose that
they aren’t. Then, for some row i and some columns j and k, we have that both p
and q are functions of the coordinates Mi,j and Mi,k. This means that we can write
p = Mi,jp1 +Mi,kp2 + p3 and q = Mi,jq1 +Mi,kq2 + q3 where the pl and ql (l = 1, 2, 3)
are in C[Mi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − I] and where p1 and q1 do not depend on Mi,j, where
p2 and q2 do not depend on Mi,k and where p3 and q3 do not depend on either Mi,j or
Mi,k. Then pq = M
2
i,jp1q1 +M
2
i,kp2q2 +Mi,jMi,k(p1q2 + p2q1) + r where the degree of
either Mi,j or Mi,k in any term of r is at most 1. The degrees of Mi,j and Mi,k are at
most 1 in every term of d and no term of d contains Mi,jMi,k. Therefore we have that
p1q1 = p2q2 = p1q2 + p2q1 = 0. Since C[Mi,j | 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N − I] is a domain, then
either p1 = 0 or q1 = 0. Without loss of generality, we can assume that p1 = 0. Then
either p2 = 0 or both q1 = q2 = 0. In either case, one of the factors p or q does not
depend on Mi,j and Mi,k. So p and q depend on disjoint sets of row vectors. A similar
argument shows that p and q depend on disjoint sets of column vectors. Therefore, there
exist subsets G and H in {1, 2, . . . , N − I} such that p ∈ C[Mi,j | i ∈ G, j ∈ H] and
q ∈ C[Mi,j | i ∈ G
′, j ∈ H ′] where G′ and H ′ are the complements of G and H in
{1, 2, . . . , N − I}. Without loss of generality, we can assume that G is non-empty. We
claim that G = H. In fact, consider the following specialization M of cMin I(xR): set
Mi,j = 0 for i 6= j. Then d(M) =M1,1M2,2 · · ·MN−I,N−I = p(M)q(M). This means that
i ∈ G if and only if i ∈ H. So G = H. Now we claim that G = {1, 2, . . . , N − I}. In fact,
consider the following specialization P of cMin I(xR): set Mi,j = 0 for (i, j) not of the
form (i, i+ 1) or (1, N − I). Then d(P ) =M1,2M2,3 · · ·MN−I−1,N−IM1,N−I = p(P )q(P ).
This means that if some i ∈ G then i + 1 ∈ H = G. Therefore, G = H = {1, . . . , N − I}
and G′ = H ′ = ∅ which means that q is constant. Therefore, d = det(cMin I(xR)) is
irreducible.
The tableau T is obtained from TR by dropping box N from the I
th row and 2nd
column in TR to the (I +1)
st row and 1st column in T . We have that rk (x) = rk (xR)− 1
and, by irreducibility of det(cMin I(xR)), we have f = det(cMin I(xR)). On the other
hand, there are no boxes in TR past the Ith row, so l(λ) = rk(xR) = N − I. Therefore,
ml(λ) = det(cMin I(xR)).
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Example 11: Consider the hypersurface orbital variety V ⊂ O(3,1,1) ⊂ sl(5) with tableau
T =
1 3 4
2
5
We have σ = Π, I = 2 and
cMin 2(xR + tid ) =

x13 x14 x15x23 x24 x25
t x34 x35

 .
Then det cMin 2(xR+tid ) = m2t+m3. We have thatm3 is irreducible. In additionm3 = 0
is exactly that constraint given by rkx = 2. So m3 is the nonlinear generator in I(V).
The results of the previous two propositions and of explicit calculations using MAPLE
for most cases up to SL (14) have led us to believe that f is always equal to ml(λ). We
claim:
Conjecture: Let V be a hypersurface orbital variety. Let VR be the Richardson orbital
variety with the same τ -invariant as V. Assume that σ(V) = {αi, . . . , αj} and let I :=
thick (σ(V)). Let xR represent a generic matrix in VR. Let m be the coefficient of the
smallest power of t in det cMin I((xR + tid )[i,j]). Then f = m and I(V) = 〈Xα, α ∈
R+(τ(V)), m〉.
Example 12: Let V be as in Example 7. Then σ = {α4, α5, α6, α7, α8, α9, α10} and
thick (σ) = 3. In this case
cMin 3((xR + tid )[4,10]) =


x47 x48 x49 x4 10 x4 11
x57 x58 x59 x5 10 x5 11
x67 x68 x69 x6 10 x6 11
t 0 x79 x7 10 x7 11
0 t x89 x8 10 x8 11


and det cMin 3((xR+ tid )[4,10]) = m3t
2+m4t+m5. We have f = m5. So I(V) = 〈f, xij |
α(i, j − 1) ∈ R+(τ)〉.
VIII. The characteristic polynomial pV
To every orbital variety V, one can associate its characteristic polynomial pV ∈ S(h
∗)
([J1], [BBM]). This W -harmonic polynomial has degree = |R+|−dimV [J2]. Although pV
is explicitly known for a number of examples, there is no known (explicit) general formula.
However, when V is a hypersurface orbital variety, we can use the following theorem to give
an explicit formula for pV . This theorem is an immediate consequence of work by Joseph
(see [J1, 82.], [J2, 2.9]). A different proof is given by Borho, Brylinski and MacPherson
[BBM, 4.15].
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Theorem 4: Let V be a complete intersection of codimension d in n, defined by homoge-
neous equations f1, f2, . . . , fd ∈ S(n) of weights µ1, . . . , µd. Then pV = µ1µ2 · · ·µd.
In our case, the formula for wt (f), where f = 0 is the unique non-linear defining
equation of V, is an easy consequence of Propositions 1 and 2 (or the Conjecture, once
proven). Since det(cMin I(xR+tid )) is homogeneous and wt (t) = 0 we have that wt (mI) =
wt (mI+1) = · · · = wt (ml(λ)) = wt (f). mI is simply the determinant of the top right I×I
minor in xR and its weight is equal to the weight of any of its summands. Therefore,
wt (f) = wt (mI) = wt (x1,Nx2,N−1 · · ·xI,N−I+1)
= wt (x1,N ) + wt (x2,N−1) · · ·+ wt (xI,N−I+1)
= α(1, N − 1) + α(2, N − 2) + · · ·+ α(I, N − I)
and we get the desired formula. Clearly this formula holds for V satisfying the assumptions
of Propositions 1 and 2.
Corollary 2: Let V be a hypersurface orbital variety with τ -invariant τ(V) = τ , σ-set
σ = {αi, αi+1, . . . , αj−1} and I = thick (σ). Then
pV = (
∏
α∈R+(τ)
α) · (
I−1∑
k=0
α(i+ k, j − k))
Example 13: Let V be as in Examples 7 and 12. Then
wt (f) = wt (x69) + wt (x5 10) + wt (x4 11) = α(6, 8) + α(5, 9) + α(4, 10)
= α4 + 2α5 + 3α6 + 3α7 + 3α8 + 2α9 + α10
Therefore, pV = α1α4α5α7α9α10(α4+α5)(α9+α10)(α4+2α5+3α6+3α7+3α8+2α9+α10).
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